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Narhams Night Launch:
Sept. 11, 2004
By John McCoy Sr. NAR-15731
  Middletown Park, Maryland was
the place to be Saturday night, Balmy
77 degree temp with very nice 56%
humidity, very high wispy clouds and
steady but light 5-7mph winds from
the southeast.   Man what a great day
and evening!
  The Day launch provided plenty of
excitement, weird happenings, and
some rather strange qualification pre-
night flights. Here are a few
observations from some of these to
keep in mind while contemplating
your next night flying models,
especially those that will have added
cylume sticks taped or glued to the
airframe, or really original Odd-
Rocs.
  One long glo-slick added along one
side of an Alpha III will make the
model unstable at about 20 feet.
Moving the stick down about half
way on the body and onto a fin along
with a second glo stick on the
opposite side balances out the load
allowing the model to fly with only
a slight wiggle.
  More research should be done
before attempting to launch any mid
or higher power Odd-Roc at a
crowded public launch.  We had a
wonderful looking G powered
lampshade that was simple unstable
about 8 to 10 feet off the ground.
Great Idea but needs more work
before trying it in public.  Check the
maximum liftoff weight for the
motor you are flying.
  While the mighty D12 is a great

 motor it can only lift so much.
  Nylon chutes don’t like BT-50’s!
  Looks like the author will be making
another trip to the dollar store to
replace the badly bent Bat & Ball
Scream Odd-Roc who’s jammed
nylon chute ballistic recovery ended
it’s chances of flying illuminated.
  Bruce’s electro-luminescent long
machine needs more power.
  I hope the owner of the lampshade
will do a good bit more private test
flying of the Odd-Roc before bring it
back.  It’s a great idea, I give it a big
thumbs up for creativity.
   Jim Filler’s new Triple Delight at
Night 3 motor cluster model made a
fine 3xC11-3 qualifying flight, only
to parachute into the tree line.
Luckily the model was pulled out
without damage.  Our retrieval pole
got a real work out with the breeze

blowing everything in the tree line
direction.
  We closed down the day operations
a little after 5:30 for the range
changeover and to grab a little dinner
before the evening festivities began.

Left: One of the many night launch rockets lifts off. Right: A ghostly looking Jim
Filler readies his LED payload for launch.  Photos by Kevin Johnson.

Continued on page 6...
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association of
Rocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling
Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club
in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers
of all ages, abilities, and interest. We are
committed to providing the most current,
up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining information.
ZOG -43 is published monthly and is
available to anyone on a subscription basis.
Current rates are $10 for meeting pickup or
email or $15 for postal mail U.S. Funds for
12 issues a year, payable to NARHAMS
  Material in ZOG -43 is not copyrighted.
Free and unlimited reproduction is granted
with the proper credit to the author and/or
ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43
or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an
article, send them to :

ZOG-43, 5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5,
Columbia, Md. 21044
E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is
an eight-time winner of the  NAR/LAC
“Rockwell” Trophy, recognized as the best
NAR section newsletter.

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991,
1992, 2003, & 2004

Zog-43 staff typist is none other than
Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. Secretary to the
Stars !

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except
where noted.

ZOG-43 is produced on a Compaq Evo PC
with a Pentium 4 processor using Adobe
PageMaker.  Masters are printed on a Canon
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.

This Edition: 35 copies

NARHAMS ON THE WEB

http://www.narhams.org

Send and receive E-mail with other
NARHAMS members through NARHAMS
Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.

ZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURT
( NARHAMS OFFICERS )

ZOGZOGZOGZOGZOG  (President)

Jennifer Ash-Poole

 410-674-6262

Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog (Vice-President)

 Jim Filler
COLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTOR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROYOYOYOYOYAAAAALLLLL
TTTTTAXESAXESAXESAXESAXES  (Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

     KEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLY WY WY WY WY WORDSORDSORDSORDSORDS
( Secretary )

Chris Kidwell  571-434-7507

COURCOURCOURCOURCOURT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTER  (Section
Advisor)

Khim Bittle      301-293-2399

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of
Md., Washington DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section
of the National Association of Model
Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a high
school club in 1963, changing our name to
NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR
section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only
five time winner of the NAR “Section of
the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001, 2004

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd. in
Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to
the public and are held the first  Sunday of
every month (weather permitting), starting
at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the second
Saturday of every month at Middletown
Recreation Park in Middletown Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new
members to our monthly meetings. They are
held on the first Friday of the month from
7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week,
with an initial 50 cents up front (good for 5
weeks) as a sign of good faith.

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line
via chat-room , simply go to the
NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park
Airport:
Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the
Operations Building, the annex building is
adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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October President’s
Message
  Safety.
  Our hobby is very safe, compared
to RC airplanes or soccer. But we
sometimes take our enviable safety
record for granted.
  An incident happened at the
September sport launch where a
fellow club member was injured. I
wasn’t there at the time, but
conducted an impartial investigation
afterwards. Through talking to people
who were there and hearing several
different accounts, I have concluded
that we followed the safety code to
the letter, but there are some areas of
our club procedures that need some
review.
  Our club is one of the fortunate ones
that get a lot of people flying that
aren’t associated with us. Boy Scouts,
CAP, and neighbors all come to
watch or to fly.  This puts a
responsibility on the club to make the
launches as enjoyable and safe as we
can.  To this end, I have a couple of
ideas that we can implement right
away to help avoid accidents in the
future.
  First, I think we need to use the PA
at Middletown from April to October.
This is when we get a lot of people
out to fly, and the PA will help in
those situations where calls of
“Everyone on their feet,” “heads up,”
and “the pads are cold,” can be hard
to hear.
  Second, I think we need to consider
where to put tents, tables and chairs.
Models tend to recover in the same
area, and I think a flight line would
help. We have tended to surround the
circle we launch in. If we have a
designated area for setting up tents
and chairs, it will give the RSO a
better view of the spectators, and give
him/her some room to watch the
modelers.

  This was an accident, and no one
was to blame. Everyone involved
agrees with that. I am proud of how
every club member reacted, took care
of the wounded member, took care
of their stuff, and checked up on him.
This is what makes NARHAMS a
family. We watch out for each other.
  Let’s all review how we conduct our
launches, and take steps to make it
better. Remember that even though
we have an RSO, the safe operation
of our rocket range is everyone’s
concern.  If you see something you
don’t think is right, speak up. I would
rather delay a launch of a rocket than
have something go wrong.

Fly safe,
Zog Bubbles

November Astro Bulletin
By Jennifer Ash-Poole, NAR 61415
  November is full of holidays, birth-
days, and anniversaries.  Edwin
Hubble, of the telescope Hubble
fame, would have turned 115 on No-
vember 20th. Carl Sagan would have
been 70 on November 9. He would
have liked November 2004, with its
“billions and billions” of near misses
of asteroids almost hitting Earth. You
can see the whole list at the Space
Calendar (http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/
calendar/#0411)
  There are a few important anniver-
saries as well. November 28 is the
40th anniversary of the Mariner 4
launch. Mariner 4 was the first suc-
cessful fly-by of Mars. On Novem-
ber 14 is the 35th anniversary of the
Apollo 12 launch.  Can you name the
men that flew that mission? (Answer
at the end.)
  Let’s talk about the night sky. This
month, the Leonids meteor Shower
takes place. The meteors look like
they are coming from the constella-
tion Leo, whose head looks like a

backwards question mark. The peak
of the shower is the morning of No-
vember 17. Luckily, the Moon will
have set the evening before, and you
can get a great view of Saturn over-
head, and Jupiter and Venus rising
before the sun. Be sure to find a dark
spot, and take lots of hot cocoa with
you. November nights can be chilly!
  The planets are passing each other
all through November. In three morn-
ings in a row, the Moon occults Ju-
piter (9th), then Venus (10th) then
Mars (11th). If you are up at 6am, take
a look out towards the eastern hori-
zon. You’ll see all the planets wait-
ing for the Moon as it becomes new.
  Not to be left out, but the Moon
occults Mercury the evening of the
14th.  Be sure to notice where Mer-
cury is in the western sky, because it
will be at its greatest Eastern Elon-
gation on the 21st. What does that
elongation mean? It’s the angular
distance from the body about which
it orbits (usually the Sun).   Still con-
fused?  It can also mean it will be at
a high point in the sky. So Mercury
will be at the high point in the west-
ern sky before it appears to turn
around and go back towards the Sun.

  Answer: Apollo 12 crew: Charles
Conrad Jr, Commander; Alan Bean,
Lunar Module Pilot, Richard Gor-
don, Jr, Command Module Pilot.
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A Report on the 15th World
Spacemodeling
Championships (WSMC)
by Ole Ed
  Two years back, Mark Petrovich wrote
a nice series of pieces for ZOG-43
outlining our adventures in the Czech
Republic at the 14th WSMC.  I’d like to
take this space to give you some of the
story of the 15th WSMC.
  First some background:   Six seniors
and seven juniors qualified for the U.S.
team in flyoffs held in Muncie, Indiana
at the AMA field and at NARAM a year
ago.
  An attempt to gather more seniors via
a second fly-off at ECRM this year was
rebuffed by the AMA.  (AMA sanctions
the U.S. competition in international
contests).
  All of the selected juniors attended this
year’s contest, but four of the seniors
dropped off the team before the big
dance.
  In this case, the big dance was in
Deblin, Poland, September 3-11.
  The Team:  For the seniors, Tony
Reynolds and James Duffy of Texas
represented the U.S. senior team.  For
the juniors, Fritz Langford, Sam Clark,
Abby Clark and Esther Clark of
Virginia; and Gib Reynolds, Ben
Reynolds, and George Reynolds again
of Texas represented the U.S. junior
team.  John Langford was the junior
team manager and I acted as senior
manager.  Helpers/supporters included
John’s wife Barbara, Tony’s wife
Dawnn, and the Clarks’ father David.
To save you counting all those names,
there were 14 of us.
  The Launch Site:  Deblin is a
restricted Polish Air Force base where
all Polish military pilots are trained.
Physically it is located southwest of
Warsaw about 120 km.
  Before the Meet:  We all left the States
on September 1.  I met the Langfords at
Dulles and we waited for the Clarks to
arrive.  The Clarks got held up by long
lines at ticketing and security.
Eventually they were shuttled by a
private bus to the plane which waited

for them!  I
w e n t
s e p a r a t e
from the
Langfords/
Clarks as I
u s e d
f r e q u e n t
flyer miles
to pay for
my trip.
  For the
past decade
the AMA
has provided a substantial subsidy for
senior competitors, but that well dried
up and seniors were now on their own.
Fortunately for the juniors, Aurora
Flight Systems and the NAR were
providing substantial subsidies.  This
is the second time these fine
organizations have ponyied up for the
juniors—a fine testament to the
commitments of John Langford, Mark
Bundick and the NAR board.
  James Duffy used frequent flyer miles
too to help his expenses and went
separately from the five Reynolds.
  We all arrived in Warsaw on
September 2 at or before noon, except
for James whose flight would be later
that afternoon.  Not all our luggage
arrived however at the time, but
eventually the three missing pieces
were recovered (just models and
thermal poles—stuff we’d use).
Drivers were waiting for us and took
us to our hotel.  Engines that we had
sent over previously arrived in a small
box that was hand-delivered to us at the
Novotel Centrum Hotel in downtown
Warsaw.
  That evening James joined us in time
for us all to help celebrate John and
Barbara’s 25th wedding anniversary.
They received an appropriately
inscribed silver plate that everyone had
previously chipped in for, and was
brought in from America.  About half
of us then traipsed off to an exquisite
Polish restaurant where we previously
had made hard-fought for reservations.
The rest of us ate at a Pizza Hut for a

minimal fare but with filling and tasty
western-style food.
  On the third of September, we met our
tour guide and our rented bus early in
the morning.  The guide gave us a
wonderful tour of Warsaw which
culminated with a lunch of mushroom
soup and roast duck.
  For tragic reasons, Warsaw is a modern
city of buildings 50 or less years old built
on the rubble of the Second World War.
During the war, the Germans
appropriated a bucolic section of the city
for their troops and command.  The other
sections, the Warsaw Ghetto (for Jewish
internees) and the Polish section (home
of the Warsaw Uprising by Polish
patriots), were razed by the Germans
resulting in the deaths of hundreds of
thousands.  After the war, the Russians
occupied the former German section and
rebuilt the city.
  The city today is populous and filled
with young people.  It is a vibrant clean
city and the one place in Poland today
where the economy is flourishing.
Overall our guide told us that
unemployment in the country is reaching
20% in some areas.
  Our trip to Deblin seemed to take about
2.5 hours on a two-lane highway.  One
saw another side of Poland other than
the bustle of a big city.  Poland is still
essentially a rural developing country
with industrial and urban pockets.  The
country is overall beautiful and reminds
one of many rural areas of Pennsylvania.
  At the Meet:  We arrived in Deblin and
met up with Jiri Taborski (of the Czech
Republic) who manufactured the
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majority of the model rocket engines
we’d be using.  We registered ourselves
into the contest and held a team meeting
distributing meal tickets, flight pennies
to wear, announcement bulletins, and
handout goodies (a hat, shirt, medal,
certificate of participation, literature,
etc.).
  John, Tony and I took about another
hour divvying out the engines into
plastic bags for the next day’s engine
testing and then everyone went to bed
or made last minute model preparations.
  The next day (September 4) offered
some practice time for the juniors. Tony
and I had our engines tested without
problem.  We also purchased a Polish
motor to be used in our junior’s S7 flight
(Abby modeled a Saturn 1B and needed
an appropriate motor.  For a few bucks
we picked up an F35 with a five second
delay about 4” long and about 25mm in
diameter).
  In the afternoon we assembled at the
AF bases’ sports stadium, where there
was a flag raising ceremony, speeches,
a guest Polish cosmonaut appearance, a
march of contestants around the track a
la the Olympics, and lighting of the
sporting flame that would burn
throughout the meet.  In this case, we
had almost 200 contestants (196 was
cited) from 18 represented countries:
China, Czech Republic, Great Britain,
India, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Serbia and Montenegro,  Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Ukraine, and United
States.   While we marched an AN-2
biplane swooped low over the crowd
repeatedly.
  We were then ushered into a nearby
auditorium where a festive dance troupe
in colorful historic costume entertained
us for about two years.  (Apparently the
weather had turned overcast and a
scheduled air show was cancelled.  The
dance troupe then pulled out all stops
and apparently showed us their entire
repertoire). It was quite a treat.
  Afterwards a barbeque party was held
at a base picnic area—The Pilot’s
House—which can best be described as
a covered beer garden.  The cosmonaut

circulated, singers entertained, and
sauerkraut and sausages were plentiful.
The partying lasted several hours
although after awhile many of us took
an evening constitutional and walked the
nearby 7,000 foot runway to a road near
our hotel.  Preparations continued
throughout the night for the next day’s
events.
  The Contest:  The next four days were
devoted to the contest with two events
held daily.  The normal events were
held: S1 (altitude), S3 (PD), S4 (B/G),
S5 (Scale Altitude), S6 (SD), S7 (Scale),
S8 (RC R/G) and S9 (helicopter).  The
range was divided into two sections, one
for seniors and one for juniors.  Each
section had 18 firing lanes; the U.S. had
lane 2 for the juniors and lane 3 for
seniors.
  Each team had their own military
squad tent for preparations.
  The weather was superb the first two
days—hot with little wind.  I even wore
shorts which is something I generally
don’t recommend and probably the first
time at a contest in maybe two decades.
The last two days the wind swept in and
it got chilly (low 50s).  There was
occasional rain and once we had to
postpone operations for about an hour
to let a front move through.
  At this point, I am just going to
summarize what happened with the
juniors and spend a bit more time
describing the drama of the seniors.
  The Juniors:  The juniors were flying
all events although Abby was the only
U.S. S7 flyer and Fritz and Sam were
our only S8 juniors.  Despite this, our
team was plagued by many DQs.  We
really needed more practice and
experience with the models we were
using.  The kids were great however and
no tempers flared.  They worked hard
together and their parents can be proud
of them.  I was proud of their teamwork,
earnestness and spirit.  I also smile in
afterthought:  When not flying in their
rounds, they played some awesome
soccer games with the Japanese juniors
and a few of the European children.
Esther at about age 10 in particular was
fearless and astounded those who

thought that girls can’t play well.
Somehow a phrase popped into my head
that our team constantly reaffirmed:
Kids Are Cool.
  We took no places on the flying field,
though.
  The Seniors:  Now to summarize for
the oldsters. Our two seniors flew only
two events.  We thought that competing
in duration events would be difficult
without more people available for
recovery.  Hence, Tony and James flew
S1 and S5 only—events where recovery
wasn’t tantamount for winning.
  S1 was their first event.  For seniors it
is a C-class total impulse event and most
modelers, including our lads, used a B
booster to a B sustainer.  There are three
rounds to the event, and nominally a
modeler flies once in each round.
Subsequent flights within a round are
possible if the modeler’s rocket isn’t
tracked.  A track or a DQ derails
subsequent flights within a round.  The
highest altitude achieved in any of the
three rounds is your score, and it is
compared with other modelers’ scores.
Highest altitude wins.  Places are
awarded 1, 2, and 3 like the Olympics.
  James flew first in S1 in Round 1.  The
model staged successfully and the
sustainer soared.  The streamer came off
the stage however and the RSOs DQed
his model.  The Kevlar shock cord
pulled through his upper stage fin
mount.
  Tony flew next; his model too staged,
but the streamer on the lower stage
separated and Tony too was DQed.  The
upper stage was lost, and the juniors and
remaining adults scoured the field to
attempt a recovery.  Turns out that
Tony’s Kevlar cord also pulled out of
the fin on his booster.
  In the second round, James and Tony
adjusted how their shock cords were
attached.  Still James suffered another
DQ when the streamer on his lower
stage failed to deploy.  Tony flew his
backup model, but there was a track lost.
So was his upper stage.  It looked like
Tony was out of models and out of luck.
  In the third round James got off a nifty
flight, but another track lost.  Halfway
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Night operations began around 6:40
with  just enough sun to allow a few
more qualifying flights and a mad
rush to get in a couple last day launch
models by Boy Scout Troop 1062.
   By 7:15 we were in full Night
mode with several early cylume
illuminated models making their  B
powered flights.  We lit up the range

with a great 5xD12 cluster “Night
Brighthawk” flight that had been
waiting since last years night launch
to fly.  It recovered gracefully under
one of Mary’s 36” Hemi chutes in
the field on the other side of the tree
line.
  Lots more of the A , B , & D model
flew while Jim Filler set up his Triple
Delight at Night powered by 3 D12
‘s this time.  Perfect flight which also
drifted to the other side of the tree
line.   Kevin Johnson’s “Rising Star”
with orange lens covered strobe
made a very impressive flight on an
F21-4 motor.
  Then Old man Murphy decided to
come to visit for a few flights.
Several of the very stable, usually
uneventful low power B and C
powered models decided to go
mysteriously loopy overhead.   A
neat looking, long, slim model with

a flashing LED payload suffered a
complete ejection failure,
streamlining into the very dark
woods, lighting them up seconds later
when the ejection charge flashed.
The author’s year old  “One Long
Night” LED illuminated D12 model
decided to rip off its borrowed 24”
over the top shrouded chute to come
in hard  burying the nose so deep it
was not recoverable.
  Then Doug Pratt  gave us another
night launch first.  His Very nice Loc-
IV Strobe nose, electro-luminescent
logo paneled LMR powered by an
Ellis Mountain G35-7  took a very
long arching path -- and a 9 second
plus count into Middletown pond.
We never saw an ejection at all.
  Difficulty identifying wire colors in
the red illuminated range lighting
caused a cross wiring mistake by
myself resulting in only half of the 4
D12’s in Super Nova Payloader-II to
ignite, putting ejection at maybe 50’
and landing only a few feet from the
ground and  scrambling Troop 1062
along their treeline vantage point.
The model and Scouts were recovered
undamaged.  Thankfully that was one
flight away from the end of the
Murphy’s law flights for the evening.
   We had bunch of folks flying a very
diverse group of models and N.I.T.E.
payloads.   Including a 24 LED
illuminated C6-0 UFO that acted like
a homing rocket flying right back to
the owner.  Some really nice flights
were logged in the A, B and C motor
range.   Jim filler did a B6-0/B4-4
Loadstar cylume lighted staged flight.
Robert Edmonds flew 2 of 3 very nice
glider flights.  One with 4 quadrant
strap-on gliders that really made some
impressive back loops to level off
looking more like a Blue Angles
maneuver than a quad model roc
glider flight.  EXCELLENT Rob!!!
Jim filler also flew a B/RG that made
a very interesting flight.   The last

mishap flight belonged to Robert’s
non-staging dual gliders that made
quite an impression… in the ground
that is.
  Another spectacular light show
flight was a G powered mono-copter.
The thing only got about 40’ above
the launcher but did so with a flash
and flame that has to be seen.
  We ended the flights with a group
countdown to a B powered Deltie
flight and a misfire on a second flight
attempt for the big mono-copter at
9:18.

Here are the stats for the evening:
39 total flights by 24 flyers.
16 individuals and 8 members of
BSA Troop 1062.
I forgot to get a head count of the
spectators but we had a very nice
crowd.
We flew:
  3 -multi motor cluster models
  1-2 Staged model
  4 – Gliders  (8 gliders if you count
the individual gliders)
  1-mono-copter
  1 –Led lighted UFO
  29 –other models.
We used 51 motors
4 –A’s, 22 – B’s, 5– C’s, 15 – D’s, 2
– E’s, 1– F and 2- G’s
  The Range was cleaned, packed and
we were leaving the park by 9:50pm.
Another great job folks.  My thanks
to Khim Bittle, Jim and Matthew
Filler, Mary McCoy and the others
who stayed to help clean-up and pack
up the range.
  I’m already looking forward to next
year’s night launch schedule.
Currently we’re looking for one and
hoping for two in 2005.!
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Calendar of Events for 2004
Oct 1- Monthly meeting,  scale model
discussion
Oct 3- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Oct 9- Sport launch, Oktoberfest,
non-US scale model theme
Oct 9-10- Steel City Smoke Trails 4,
reginoal meet, Jonesburg PA
Oct 17- AIAA picnic at GSFC
Oct 23- Planning meeting 10-4

Nov 5- Monthly meeting,  helicopter
design/building session
Nov 7- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Nov 13- Sport launch, no theme
Dec 3- Monthly meeting, pot luck
dinner
Dec 5-Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Dec 11- Sport launch, no theme

NARHAMS

   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-4pm, waiver
up to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 grams of propellant.  All
flights “E” power and above are restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and
between the hours of noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch
and waiver availability.
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport Annex Building,
except where noted above. Meetings begin at 7:15pm with building
sessions or presentations and last until 9:00pm or so.  Regular Business
meetings follow until 10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is
scheduled, please bring whatever project you are working on currently.
   Questions?  Call Club President Jennifer Ash-Poole at 410-674-6262 or
visit NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org

DONT FORGET!!  The Planning Meeting is

October 23rd! Suggest club activities,

sport launch themes, and contest events.
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through the round, a modeler found
Tony’s second flight’s upper stage, but
it was missing a fin and the nose was
splintered.  Tony was able to make a
great repair and replace the fin and have
a third round flight.  Track lost.   James
struggled valiantly with his backup to
get a second flight off within the round,
but the clock beat him.  We asked the
officials for an unofficial tracking
attempt and they complied.  James got
his model off.  The result:  Track lost.
  Once somewhere in the middle of
those three rounds, James snapped off
a lower stage fin while prepping an
upper stage.  We applied CA to the fin
only to realize we had glued his engine
in and now the rear-engine ejection
system wouldn’t work.  Pliers took care
of the engine turning the nozzle into dust
before we could get a grip and yank it
out.  We replaced the engine, assured
the recovery system would work and set
out getting the rest of the model
prepped.
  In summary our team got off seven
flights; all staged successfully.  We
suffered three DQs and four track losts.
Still the team was buoyed by the perfect
staging record, the teamwork exhibited,
and our flexibility in getting flights
together when presented challenges.  We
had done our part; the rest was up to the
trackers to do theirs.
  The next day, we flew S5.  James and
Tony flew Bumper Wacs which were
ungainly with the V2 lower stages.
Most everyone else (20 competitors)
flew either sleeker Taurus Tomahawks
or Nike Apaches.  A couple Czech
competitors drummed up some ersatz
scale model they called the Alpha 1
based on a questionable prototype, but
were DQed in static judging.  One
fellow flew a Dragon III sounding
rocket.
  In this event, modelers again have
three rounds to achieve their best flight.
The best flight achieved is added to the
points awarded during static judging and
the highest numbers achieved determine
the placement of winners.
  James and Tony would need to get
good tracking to place; in static judging
both would have been dead last if it

weren’t for the Dragon and the Alpha 1
entries.
  To make a long story short:  neither
flew in Round 1. James flew first in
Round 2 and the upper stage earned a
track lost.  Tony switched to black
tracking powder instead of the orange
we had been using and got a successful
track of 753 meters.
  At last after nine flights a track.  Now
a peek at the result board to see how
Tony fared against the competitors’
sleeker models. It was one of those OH
MY moments.  The Tomahawks were
being tracked right and left and the best
were reaching in the low 400 meters.
Most were in the 350+ range.  One
skilled Romanian competitor even had
a posted score of 423 meters.  No one
was going to touch Tony.
  Round three and James switched to
black tracking powder.  He went to a
seven second delay motor for the upper
stage too instead of the five used
previously.  His model staged perfectly
but weather cocked slightly to the
southwest.  The delay was a bit too long
and John watched the upper stage lose
altitude.   Eventually there was ejection
and into blue sky where the black burst
could be clearly seen.  The trackers
honed in and the score came in:  568
meters—145 meters higher than the best
of any of the European or Asian
competitors.  Tony had earned the gold

and now James had secured the silver
medal.  Ten successful stages flights
between the two of them in their two
events.
  The next night the U.S. team assembled
in an auditorium to see Tony and James
mount the stage to receive their medals.
  The following day there was a gala
picnic at a nearby restored mansion/
manse and later closing ceremonies at
the sports stadium.  To our surprise,
George Reynolds at age 8 was awarded
a gorgeous 15” high crystal vase for
being the youngest competitor at the
meet.  At the banquet that night, generals
spoke, the wine flowed, dancers
abounded, and a fireworks display was
performed outside.
  I turned to John Langford and said,
“You know, we’d be hard put to do this
good a job holding an internats.”  John
replied, “You know, I think it would be
near impossible.”
  To see the results and pictures of this
championship, please visit the following
Web site:  http://aeroklubpolski.pl/
modelarstwo/15mskosm/f00.htm
  The next world spacemodeling
championships will be held in
September 2006 in the city of Bakinour;
the Russian Cape Kennedy.   It is entirely
possible that you may be could be a
member of the next U.S. Spacemodeling
Team.
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Interview with Dr. Chris Kidwell
By Steve Humphrey, NAR 17888

Chris, have you always lived in the
DC area?
  I’m originally from Bowling Green,
VA, a little town about 60 miles south
of DC. It’s right next to Fort A. P. Hill,
where several ECRMs were held way
back in the 70s. Apparently there was
no local publicity, because I never
even knew about the launch until
years later.
I’m guessing the “Dr” title is for a
PhD … in what field?
  My PhD is in Chemistry from the
University of Maryland at College
Park. I developed a new system for
collecting airborne particulate matter
and analyzing concentrations of
various metals. My system could
collect samples in 30-minute
intervals, compared to 8 hours or
longer for previous methods. It was
recently awarded US Patent No.
6,732,569.
I went online and perused your
patent—pretty impressive work! Are
there any pollution monitors or
similar devices in operation that
were derived from your patent?
  Several research groups from UMD,
Carnegie Mellon, and Johns Hopkins
are currently using it. I know it was
used in an EPA program in Baltimore

what motivated you to seek a job in
 software development instead of a
job in science?
 I started doing software
development as a hobby back in my
undergraduate days at Carnegie
Mellon. That gradually progressed to
two major shareware projects:
WeatherTracker and
ContestManager. About midway
through the PhD program at UMD I
realized that I enjoyed doing
programming more than chemistry. I
decided to finish out the program
since I already had so much invested
in it, but to try a career change after
completion. I saw an ad from
FannieMae seeking candidates with
advanced analytical degrees for a
training program where they give you
a crash-course in business and
programming skills. It’s been nearly
4 years since then, and I’m still at
FannieMae and loving what I do.
When did you start flying rockets?
How did you get started?
  I got my first introduction to rockets
in 1979. My older brother was doing
rocketry as part of a school project,
so being your typical little brother, I
had to join in too. I started out
“helping” him build and fly, but he
soon lost interest and I was left on
my own. The first model I built on
my own was the Estes Fleet

Commander, which I still have and
fly occasionally.
What kind of rockets did you fly
back then?
  All Estes—I didn’t even know there
were other companies. Some models
I still have: Fleet Commander,
Stealth, Nike Apache, Comanche-3,
Cobra 1500, Mean Machine,
Asteroid Explorer, Pegasus.
Have you been in the hobby
continuously since then? (If not)
what got you into the hobby again?
  Living in a college dorm makes it
rather difficult to do rockets, so I was
pretty much out of the hobby from
1989 to 1993. I had always wanted
to stay involved; I just didn’t have
the space to store anything. Once I
moved back to Maryland and got my
own apartment, I was back in for
good.
What kind of rockets do you fly
now?
  Nearly all competition models now.
I still fly large model rockets
occasionally, and have a few HPR
models but they don’t fly anymore.
What else keeps you busy?
  I also enjoy traveling, photography,
and playing paintball.
Where have you gone in your
travels? What were some of the most
exciting and enjoyable destinations?
  Right now, I’m preparing for a
vacation in Yellowstone Sept 11-18,
so sadly I have to miss the night
launch! Previous destinations have
included Belize, Germany, England,
Ireland, Cancun, and The
Netherlands. Driving on the
autobahns in Germany was definitely
an exciting experience. Belize ranks
way up there for an enjoyable
destination, with such a variety of
things to do and see.
Why did you join an NAR Section?
  I joined the Vikings section in
Richmond in 1988, primarily just to
be around other rocketeers as there

several years ago, but I haven’t heard
anything recently.
What kind of work do you do now?
I’m a software developer for Fannie
Mae. I primarily support 2 systems
that track all of Fannie Mae’s debt and
derivatives portfolio (about $1
trillion) and handle monthly reporting
of activity. If you ever read any of our
financial statements about FAS133,
that’s what I do.
I followed a similar path—science
education but a career in
computers—so I can probably
answer this question myself, but …
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clubs. I got letters back from Alan
Williams and Ken Brown, but Alan’s
was far more encouraging and
supportive. I attended my first
NARHAMS meeting in October
1993 and remember being warmly
welcomed by Alan, Tom Lyon and
John McCoy.
Is there anything about NARHAMS,
NAR or the hobby in general you
would like to see improved?
  I would like to see the NAR have a
stronger presence in the schools.
There are thousands of school rocket
clubs across the country that have
never even heard of the NAR. We
should all be more actively engaged
with the youth instead of sitting
around wondering why there are so
few kids in the NAR.
Why do you compete in rocketry?
  I’m a very competitive person by
nature, so that definitely appeals to
me. I enjoy the constant search for
design improvements and trying out
new methods and materials. The
camaraderie with other competitors is
also much closer than among sport
flyers.
Tell us a little about the research you
did for this year’s R&D event at
NARAM.
  My R&D was something I’ve been
working on for the past two and a half

years. The primary objective was to
compare as many different brands of
altimeters as feasible by mounting
them all inside a single rocket and
launching it multiple times. I put
eleven different altimeters in a 2.6”
diameter payload bay. They were
launched several times with G40s or
G80s, and the altimeter readouts
were compared to optical tracking
and computer simulations.

 After 13 launches, 1 CATO, and
several crashes, I came to the
following conclusions: First,
computer simulations produce
excellent results—provided a good
value for the coefficient of drag (Cd)
is used. RockSim calculates its own
value for Cd, which I have found to
be consistently too low, resulting in
overestimates of altitude by 10-20%.
Second, the altimeters with 10-bit or
better ADCs [analog-to-digital
converters] are all equally good in
terms of accuracy. Furthermore,
having a higher precision ADC
generally means higher precision
altitude measurements. Also,
altimeter precision is much better
than optical tracking precision. Note
that high precision does not
necessarily mean high accuracy. My
results showed optical tracking
consistently reported higher altitude
than the altimeters, but without an

FREDERICK, MARYLAND
1305 W. 7th Street

Frederick, MD 21702
Phone: 301-694-7395 Fax: 301-694-7394

Show your NARHAMS membership card and receive a
20% discount off rocket kits, motors, and building

supplies!!

Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a QUEST
dealer!  Contact us for all your
Quest and MicroMaxx products.

ASP MicroMaxx kits now in
stock!

 NARHAMS members get special
brother-in-law discounts!!

www.pratthobbies.com
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absolute reference, there is no way
to tell which is correct.
What did you enjoy about the
research?
  Trying to organize and make sense
of the huge amount of data was by
far the most enjoyable part. The worst
parts were waiting for the ejection
charge to fire (usually at about nine
seconds instead of seven), and
listening to the cacophony of beeps.
What do you like best about model
rocketry?
  Aside from competition, the thing I
like best is the wide range of ages and
backgrounds of the people involved.
Through model rocketry, I have
become friends with many people
with a far greater diversity than I
would have otherwise.

really was no one locally to interact
with. While there I was introduced
to competition—I was B Division
meet champ at my first contest—and
large model rockets. We even
combined the two occasionally: one
event was G Waterloft Duration
where the object to was to carry a
payload of 16 oz of water. [The
Vikings section was defunct during
the 90’s, but Tom Lyon has
apparently recently resurrected it.]
Why did you join NARHAMS?
  When I got back in the hobby in
1993, I contacted NARHAMS and
NOVAAR since they were the closest

!
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ZOG - FORTY THREE
5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5
COLUMBIA, MARYLAND 21044

Launch Schedule
PUBLIC LAUNCH

Goddard Space Flight Center
Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

Oct 3rd

SPORT/NIGHT LAUNCH
Non-US Scale models

Middletown Park
10:00PM-4:00PM

Oct 9th

AIAA PICNIC/ LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
Oct 17th

Next Issue�s submission
deadline is NOVEMBER 1!


